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BioMechanics and BioMaterials Lab. (BME 541) Second Semester 2017-2018  

 

Experiment #3  

Static and Vertical Jump Measurement Using Force Plates  

  Objectives 

1. To define the center of pressure and base of support of the human body 

2. To understand factors affecting balance in quiet standing 

3. To apply Newton's second law. 

4. To understand the forces involved during counter movement jump. 

5. To observe how the center of pressure changes while jump 

6. To calculate the flight height of a jump from the time of flight. 

 

Background 

Part A: Quiet Standing  

 

Static / Postural Measurements:  

Force/ Moment measurements while the body is in a single position without any movement. 

 

Center of Pressure:  to the point of application of the ground reaction force vector. The center 

of pressure is not constant and is under the influence of sensory feedback of more than one 

system. This includes the visual, auditory, and muscular systems. 

 

A force plate is an instrument that measures ground reaction forces and is often used in 

Biomechanics to analyze human posture, gait, and balance. It is also a popular instrument in 

medicine and for sports evaluation. 

 

Assume a vertical force Fz is applied a distance xcp and ycp from the center of the force plate 

coordinate system. The force plate would measure the force Fz and the associated Mx and My 

moments generated by the force about the force plate’s x and y axes, respectively. Knowing 

this information, you can then compute the x and y locations of the center of pressure as 

follows: 
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The center of pressure when standing is always within the base of support which when 

standing erect is the feet. As long as the COP is within the BOS the subject would not fall/ 

move. A stabilogram can be plotted to track the COP and is often used by clinicians to 

evaluate different balance related disorders such as those related to the vestibular system. 
 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1: Force plate with vertical force and resulting moments 

Figure 2: Stabilogram of the changing location of the COP 
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Part B: Vertical Jump 
The vertical jump is an essential motor skill in many sports. The success or failure of a sportive action strongly 

depends on the ability of the athlete to jump high and fast .This is the reason why many studies have analyzed the 

vertical jump from a physical point of view, to establish the factors that have to be improved to increase jump 

height.  

There are two types of standing vertical jump: "countermovement jump" and "Squat jump" .In a 

countermovement jump (which will be applied during the lab), the jumper starts from an upright standing 

position, makes a preliminary downward movement by flexing at the knees and hips, then immediately 

and vigorously extends the knees and hips again to jump vertically up off the ground (Figure 1). A 

countermovement jump is an example of a movement that benefits from the ‘‘stretch–shorten cycle.’’ 

Many human movements such as running, jumping, and throwing involve muscle actions in which the 

desired motion is preceded by a movement in the opposite direction. The muscles are said to be ‘‘pre-

stretched’’ before shortening in the desired direction. Experiments have demonstrated that a pre-stretch 

enhances the force production and work output of the muscles in the subsequent movement. 

In a squat jump, the jumper starts from a stationary semi squatted position then vigorously extends the 

knees and hips to jump vertically up off the ground. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Remember: 

 

 
Eq. (1) 

 
Considering just the vertical component of this vector equation, the forces acting on the body in the z-

direction are the ground reaction force Fz (t) and the force due to the mass of the body, mg. This can be 

related to the vertical acceleration dVz/dt. 

 

 
Eq. (2) 

 

Figure3: Vertical ground reaction force (Fz) 

measured by the force plate during a standing 

vertical jump 
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Solving Eq. (2) for dVz/dt and integrating results in an expression for the velocity of the whole body 

center of mass as a function of time: 

 

 
Eq. (3) 

 

Time of flight: 

Center of mass jump height is purely a function of take-off velocity after take-off. Hence during a vertical 

jump, the total impulse that is imparted to the body will determine the jump height that can be achieved. 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

Equipment 

 
1. PC Computer 

2. Bertec Digital Acquire 4 Software 

3. Bertec Force Plate Platform 

4. AM6800 Dual output, adjustable gain amplifier 

5. Video camera 

 

Procedure 

1. Before starting to collect data, make sure that the cables from the force plate to the amplifier, and from 

the amplifier to the PC is properly connected. Power to the amplifier should be connected, and the 

amplifier should be turned on. The force transducer system reaches thermal stability in about 5 

minutes. Therefore, always allow the equipment to warm up at least for 5 minutes before collecting 

data. 

2. Press "Auto Zero" button. This button allows zeroing offset loads up to full scale.  

3. Start the Digital Acquire software by double clicking on the icon on the desktop of the Windows® 

operating system. 

4. Enter or choose the name, location, and type of the text file for the data to be saved. 

5. Avoiding the platform connector, have the test subject stand on the force platform and position his/her 

feet to form a square on the middle of the platform. 

6. For quiet standing measurements ask the subject to stand still for 30 seconds, press the start button for 

data collection after 30 seconds stop data collection, ask the subject to close his/ her eyes and repeat 
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data collection similarly to the first run, finally ask the subject to hold a 5 Kg weight in his/her right 

arm and repeat data collection. Before each experiment make sure to cover the force place with a large 

sheet of paper, draw the subject’s show outline and mark the corners of the force plate on it. Readings 

should be taken for three subjects 

7. For vertical jump measurements, there is no need for paper but another subject should stand next to 

the test subject to recording his/her jump. 

8. Press the Start button to start data collection and instruct the subject to start countermovement jump: 

start out standing straight up, then bend his/her knees, then push off and jump up as high as 

he/she could, and land back on the force plate. 

9. The Start button will change to a Stop button. 

10. Data will be saved to the file that you specified while collecting data. Therefore, no additional action 

is required. 

11. Repeat the steps above for two other subjects. 

Data Analysis (Calculations and Results) 

A) Quiet Standing 

1. Plot the stabilogram for all three cases for all three subjects 

 

2. For each stabilogram, what are the COP ranges (in cm) in both the x and y axes? 

Case Subject 1 Subject 2 Subject 3 

Direction X Y X Y X Y 

Quiet 

Standing 

      

Eyes 

Closed 

      

With 5 Kg 

weight 

      

 

3. Project the drawn stabilogram of quiet standing with open eyes on the drawn shoe outlines 
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B) Vertical Jump 

1. Plot the ground reaction force Fz (N) as a function of Time (sec).  

 

 

 

2. Identify the point on your graph corresponding to each of the followings: 

a. The start of the crouch preceding jump 

b. The highest point of the jump 

c. The lowest point of the crouch 

d. The jumper's feet touch the ground at the end of the jump 
 

3. From the force graph, calculate the time of flight (how long you were in the air). 

Flight Time =  

 

4. From the flight time, calculate the height of the subject's jump. 

Jump Height =  

 

5. Estimate the subject's jump height from the recorded video and compare with the calculated one. 

6. Plot the forces in (x) and (y) directions as a function of Time (sec). 
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7. Plot and explain the change of Center of Pressure during jump. 

8. Describe the benefits of knees bending before start jumping and while landing. 

9. Compare and discuss the results for the three subjects. 

10. What are the possible errors in your calculations or measurements? 

 

Note: You have to analyze data and answer the questions for the three tested subjects  

 

 

 


